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One of the key demands on tungsten (W) as designated plasma-facing material (PFM) is the capability to fulfill a
structural function. Since W has refused ductilization strategies by alloying alone, the production of W materials
with enhanced ductility has come into focus considering tailored microstructures. This work addresses the
rolling-induced microstructural modifications of warm- and cold-deformed W sheets and is supplemented by a
comprehensive fracture mechanical study as a fundament for correlations between the spatial distribution of
boundaries and brittle-to-ductile transition (BDT) temperature. Here we show that an extended Hall–Petch-like
relationship is well suited to describe the rolling-induced reduction in BDT temperature and moreover has the
potential to reflect the anisotropic nature of the transition temperature in severely rolled W sheets. Using the
data of warm- and cold-rolled W sheets and also of strongly recovered W, best description of the BDT tem
perature was achieved by using as microstructural variables (i) the mean spacing between boundaries which
intersect with the crack front and (ii) the mean boundary spacing along the normal of the crack plane. Taking
into account the similarity to recent simulative-derived relationships, our findings support the theory suggesting
the stimulated dislocation nucleation at boundaries as the decisive factor for more effective shielding of the crack
tip in UFG materials and, in consequence, significantly reduced BDT temperatures. Besides, this work gives
strong indications that the reduction of the BDT temperature in UFG W is not related to coincidence site lattice
(CSL) boundaries.

1. Introduction
During the operation of fusion reactors, plasma-facing materials
(PFMs) are exposed to high fluences of neutrons and have to withstand
highest thermal loads. Low rates of sputtering erosion favor high-Z
materials as divertor PFM [1]. Among these materials, tungsten (W) is
the front-runner candidate at the present moment [2]. However, its
high brittle-to-ductile transition (BDT) temperature and, as a result,

brittle material behavior at room temperature, challenges the applica
tion of W [3]. To give numbers: W with a recrystallized microstructure
exhibits usually BDT temperatures, which are around 650 K [4] using
notched specimens under quasi-static loading and 1000 K [5] in Charpy
impact experiments. Even worse than the recrystallized conditions be
haves as-sintered W [6], having BDT temperatures in the range 900 K1100 K [7–9] and in the region around 1200 K for dynamic loading
rates (all temperatures are related to notched specimens). Worked W
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grades that are commercially available exhibit usually slightly lower
BDT temperatures, which depend de facto on the production history,
e.g. [5,10–13]. Since W components are also foreseen to fulfill safetyrelevant structural functions [14] and moreover as base material for
pressurized parts in the He-cooled divertor concept [15,16], there is
demand in W materials which ensure fail-safe operation and allow an
industrial-scale production [17].
Research has been strongly focusing on improving the crack re
sistance of W at lower temperatures utilizing extrinsic and intrinsic
toughening strategies [18], i.e. W fiber-reinforced W [19] or composite
W materials [20] or achieving this goal by ductilization. The latter
(intrinsic) strategy implies in the first place a reduction of the BDT
temperature concentrating on the processes taking place in front of the
crack tip. Since the chemical composition and microstructure influence
the transition temperature [21], both approaches might help to realize
room-temperature ductility. In this work, we use the term room-tem
perature ductility to describe a material condition that exhibits sub
stantial amounts of stable crack propagation at room temperature as a
result of a BDT temperature below room temperature. However, W has
manifested its refractarius nature by refusing substantial progress in
improving ductility by using materials with ultra-low impurity con
centration [22] and by alloying approaches as well [23]. Alloys com
posed by elements with full solubility (V, Nb, Mo, and Ta) behave in
first approximation as bad as their technical pure counterparts or ex
hibit even higher BDT temperatures [24]. For more details concerning
these alloys we refer the reader to the regarding works [25–27] for W-V
alloys, [28] for approaches using Nb, [29] for the W-Mo system, and
[9,25,27,28,30], which are dealing with W-Ta alloys. Own results on
the Charpy impact properties of W-Mo will be the subject of future
publications.
A unique feature of metals with high lattice friction for dislocation
glide is the effect of solid solution softening (SSS), reducing the critical
resolved shear stress and causing a ductilization by small additions of
foreign elements [31]. Among the elements with relevant but limited
solubility (here: some at.-% in equilibrium at low temperatures) in W,
which are to our best knowledge [32–36] Al, Ti, Tc, Ru, Rh, Re, and Os;
a clear solid solution softening effect at room temperature has been
experimentally found for the Group VII-B elements Tc, Re [37–41] and
in Group VIII-A adding Ru, Os [37,41,42]. Reduced hardness has been
also observed after micro-alloying of VIII-B element Ir [38,41,43] and
VIII-C Pt [41,43]. This demonstrates the importance of the electron
configuration of the valence shell for solid solution softening, which has
been addressed in recent DFT calculations [44,139]. Rare deposits and
high costs of these elements have prevented widespread use of W alloys
containing solid solution softening elements. Furthermore, the SSS ef
fect is temperature-dependent and reverses for elevated temperatures,
which is labeled as solid softening-to-hardening transition [140]. For
W-Re alloys, the shift of the Re concentration that is related to the
hardness minimum (reducing with increasing material temperature)
has been comprehensively studied [141,39]. For other alloying ele
ments, little information is currently available for temperatures that
differ from room temperature [40,142]. To our best knowledge solely
W-Tc and W-Re alloys have been proven to exhibit also significantly
reduced BDT temperatures [8,37,41,45,46]. The fact that Tc needs be
extracted from spent nuclear fuel, and the fast radioactive decay of
some Tc isotopes [47], makes the use of W-Tc alloys seriously im
practical. It is furthermore believed that also small Ir and Os additions
are beneficial for achieving lower BDT temperatures, however, ex
perimental data about these alloys are sparsely [41]. Up to the present
days, solely the W-Re system has gained commercial importance [48] in
the background of improving the mechanical behavior of W. Alloys
with Re contents close to the solubility limit show significantly im
proved ductility in comparison to pure W [49]. Even room-temperature
ductility has been reported for worked material conditions using not
ched specimens [50]. After 1 h annealing at about 1900 K [28] and
beyond [51] room-temperature ductility was retained in bending

experiments using unnotched specimens, which make Re to the most
promising alloying element for the ducilization of W.
Plasma facing materials are exposed to high fluences of fast and
thermal neutrons during reactor operation [52], causing accumulative
modifications in physical and engineering properties, furthermore the
generation of transmutation products and volumetric swelling [53–55],
whereby the single amounts are strongly influenced by the neutron
spectra [56]. Irradiation hardened W [57]. exhibits BDT temperatures
that are significantly higher than the high values observed for W in
general [58,59]. Post-irradiation investigations have turned out that
under neutron bombardment W-Re alloys tend to form significant
amounts of needle-shaped intermetallic phase precipitations incon
sistent with the phase diagram [60]. The higher the Re content, the
more precipitations form at a given dose and spectrum [52], deterior
ating ductility clearly below the level of pure W that was exposed to a
similar irradiation conditions [61]. On the other hand, Re addition is an
effective strategy to suppress void formation [62], which is the most
essential irradiation defect in pure W. To meet all the requirements for
a future PFM, clever-composed W-Re alloys are needed, cf. scheme
developed by Fukuda et al. [63].
There is a switchover in major structural defect from loop damage to
embrittlement caused by needle-shaped precipitations, which takes
place around 10% Re [52]. Considering the predicted breeding of Re
during component lifetime [64], the best compromise in alloy design
has been suggested to be between 1 and 3 wt-% Re concentration [52].
Consequently, room-temperature ductility of W cannot be achieved by
applying an alloying strategy alone. This has been confirmed also by
recent Charpy results on rolled and stress relieved W-3Re [65] and W3Re-K [66] alloys, exhibiting a slightly reduced transition temperature
compared to that predicted by a grain size-adjusted trend based on
experimental results for pure W. This indicates that the reduced BDT
temperature of W-3Re alloys is less an effect of solid solution softening,
rather than the consequence of a reduced grain size during a similar
production route.
Significant improvements in terms of a reduced BDT temperature
have been achieved by generating ultrafine-grained (UFG) micro
structures by an industrial-scale rolling process [5,67–69]. Stable crack
propagation far below room-temperature makes cold-rolled W to the
ones with the lowest BDT temperatures [7,70] among all W materials
without substantial Re additions. These improvements assign micro
structure engineering as the decisive role for developing concepts for
future PMFs. Since we have shown in earlier works [4,71] that the ratelimiting process of crack tip plasticity in UFG W is still the glide of the
½〈111〉 screw segments, the contribution of lattice defects in UFG
microstructures to room-temperature ductility has come to focus of
interest. With this paper, we attempt to answer the following open
questions:
(1) Which rolling-induced modifications in boundary properties and
dislocation structure can be observed after severe rolling?
(2) What is the impact of grain and subgrain boundaries concerning the
reduced BDT temperatures of severely rolled W sheets?
(3) Is room-temperature ductility after cold rolling the consequence of
a raised generation of coincidence site lattice (CSL) boundaries
during pre-deformation at these low temperatures?
This paper is organized as follows: First, the impact of pre-de
formation on the BDT temperature is assessed. Then, we show the re
sults of a comprehensive microstructural characterization and make
attempts to link the evolution of the microstructure with the change in
BDT based on recent simulation-derived relationships.
2. Material and methods
The impact of plastic deformation on microstructure and transition
temperature was studied using W sheets which were rolled to different
2
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Table 1
Thickness reduction by rolling and preheating temperatures. The materials’
labeling represents the logarithmic strain conducted by warm and cold rolling
( Log ) extended by the rolling temperatures (warm rolling: WR and cold rolling:
CR). The relative reductions ( t ) in percent are listed in comparison to the hotrolled (HR) state. The preheating temperatures (TPreheating ) selected for warm and
cold rolling are expressed as homologous temperatures, i.e. as a fraction of the
melting temperature (TMelt ), which is about 3700 K for pure W [24]. Further
more, the average surface roughness (Ra ) of the sheets is given, cf. Ref. [73].
Material

TPreheating /K

1.7WR
2.5WR
2.9WR
3.3WR
4.1CR

<
<
<
<
<

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.2

×TMelt
×TMelt
×TMelt
×TMelt
×TMelt

Log /-

HR + 1.7
1.7 + 0.8
2.5 + 0.4
2.9 + 0.4
3.3 + 0.8

t /%
82
91
94
96
98

tSheet /mm

Ra /µm

1.091
0.521
0.343
0.221
0.106

2.08
1.56
1.40
1.02
0.29

±
±
±
±
±

0.007
0.004
0.005
0.010
0.004

±
±
±
±
±

0.25
0.31
0.64
0.11
0.08

strains. By utilization of a single hot-rolled plate as starting material
and sampling the sheets after specific rolling steps, variations in che
mical composition between these sheets were avoided.
Fig. 1. Specimen, specimen fixture, and assembly device. Specimen geometry
and outer specimen dimensions are highlighted in red. The thickness of the
specimens varies and is equal to the thickness of the respective sheet.
Furthermore, the alignment of the rolling direction (RD) and transverse direc
tion (TD) with respect to the notch position is provided. Components of the
assembly device are bordered in yellow. A detailed sketch of the experimental
setup is given in an earlier publication [7]. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

2.1. Materials: Warm and cold rolling
Sheet production was realized in cooperation with Plansee SE,
Austria by applying a proprietary rolling method. The sheets 1.7WR,
2.5WR, 2.9WR, and 3.3WR, were produced in sequence conducting
warm rolling (WR), whereby the label number indicates the logarithmic
strain conducted by rolling after the last pass of hot-deformation. The
material denoted as 4.1CR was produced by applying to the material
3.3WR an additional thickness reduction of 0.8 logarithmic strain by
cold rolling (CR). Warm and cold rolling was carried out in a strictly
unidirectional manner. Rolling parameters are summarized in Table 1.
The distinctions in hot-, warm- and cold-worked materials are based on
the suggestions by Trefilov et al. [72] for bcc refractory metals. All
materials remained in as-rolled condition without any further heat
treatment.

At this point, we like to emphasize that the determined fracture
toughness values are very likely non-conservative, due to a significant
material fraction in plane stress condition (thin sheets). The absence of
a fatigue pre-crack is assumed to increase the measured critical stress
intensity factor additionally [75]. However, our experiments do not
have the objective to determine values of the plane strain fracture
toughness (KIc ), which is a material property. Instead, trends for the
determination of BDT temperatures were recorded.

2.2. Fracture mechanical testing: BDT temperature
In this work, single edge notched tensile SE(T) specimens equipped
with L-T crack system [74] were tested, cf. Fig. 1 for the specimen
geometry, specimen alignment with respect to the rolling direction and
used sample fixture. Except pickling, no further surface treatment was
subjected to the sheets. Consequently, surface quality and thickness of
the specimens used for fracture mechanical testing are predetermined
by the sheet properties, cf. Table 1. The outer specimen geometry and
notch were machined using electro-discharge machining (EDM) leading
to a notch with a radius of about 0.07 mm at its tip. As it is accepted
practice for W, an additional fatigue pre-crack was not inserted
[59,75,76]. As a result, crack propagation starts at the tip of the EDM
notch, which is decorated with multiple short cracks, cf. Ref. [7] for
micrographs of the crack tip.
A universal mechanical testing machine (ZwickRoell 1474,
Germany) equipped with an environmental chamber (Instron SFL
3119–400, USA) was used for all fracture toughness tests, covering test
temperatures between 120 K and 473 K. Loading of the SE(T) specimens
was applied in displacement-controlled mode (constant crosshead
speed) leading to a mode I type of crack opening [77]. All the tests were
run in air. During the test campaigns, three nominal loading rates were
applied: 0.01, 1.0, and 100 MPa m0.5 s−1. The actual loading-rates are
listed in Table 2. After each experiment, the critical stress intensity
factor (K Q ) was determined following the procedure given in ASTM
E399 [74]. As a result of the test campaigns, trends showing the evo
lution of the critical stress intensity factor against the test temperature
were generated. On that basis, the respective BDT temperatures were
determined cf. Table 2.

2.3. Electron backscatter diffraction: boundary-related properties
Specimens for microstructural investigations were cut from the
sheets by EDM and embedded in a hard compound as a mechanically
clamped stack of specimens. The surface layer affected by EDM was
removed by careful grinding. Due to mechanical and subsequent elec
trochemical polishing, we ensure smooth sample surfaces (surface
roughness Rt below 100 nm) and a minimum of preparation-induced
defects. As etching agent we used an aqueous solution containing de
mineralized H2O and 0.66 wt-% NaOH, which is a diluted ASTM elec
trolyte VII-7 [78]. A voltage of 10 V for a net time of 180 s was applied,
activated in pulses as a sequence of 5 s current and 10 s time-out.
Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) maps were acquired using a
high-resolution field emission SEM MERLIN (Carl Zeiss Microscopy,
Germany) equipped with a Hikari XP (EDAX, USA) EBSD detector. An
acceleration voltage of 15 kV, probe current of 20 nA and a step size of
40 nm was selected for all mappings. The EBSD camera was operated
applying a 4x4 binning. Cross-sections defined by RD and ND [74] were
scanned. Four maps, with an area of 35 µm by 45 µm each, were re
corded along the centerline of every sheet. The same procedure was
carried out for the cross-sections defined by TD and ND. More than
2000 grains are covered per material and cross-section. At least 96% of
the pixels per dataset had a confidence index (CI) of 0.1 or above before
post-processing. Pixels with a CI below 0.1 were eliminated during postprocessing utilizing TSL OIM Analysis v8. Beyond that, only grain CI
standardization (CIS) was applied as cleanup routine, leaving the
measured orientation of all the points unchanged.
3
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Table 2
BDT temperatures and related loading rates. The BDT temperatures determined using a LT crack system (TBDT|LT ) are given as a rate-dependent property for the three
nominal loading rates applied in this study. The actual loading rates are listed as mean values calculated based on all semi-ductile and ductile specimens in the
respective test campaign, tested at the BDT temperature and at directly neighbored test temperatures.
Material

0.01
TBDT
| LT /K

dK / dt 0.01 /MPa m0.5 s−1

1.0
TBDT
| LT /K

dK / dt1.0 /MPa m0.5 s−1

100
TBDT
| LT /K

dK / dt100 /MPa m0.5 s−1

1.7WR
2.5WR
2.9WR
3.3WR
4.1CR

385
298
310
283
173

0.0090
0.0213
0.0121
0.0072
0.0172

398
348
323
323
208

1.00
1.08
1.03
1.18
1.08

473
398
398
360
236

101.2 ± 14.5
120.2 ± 13.3
120.8 ± 4.4
78.8 ± 11.6
116.5 ± 12.9

±
±
±
±
±

0.0004
0.0019
0.0010
0.0009
0.0004

Following Hansen et al. [79], we define high-angle boundaries
(HABs) as boundaries between points with a lattice disorientation angle
above 15°, and low-angle boundaries (LABs) with lattice disorientation
angles between 2° and 15°.

±
±
±
±
±

0.06
0.04
0.06
0.04
0.11

Here, we elucidate the rolling-induced evolution in BDT tempera
ture and lattice defects of W sheets. These results are the fundament for
the later empirical study on the influence of boundaries on the transi
tion temperature in W sheets.

and linear force–displacement behavior, (ii) semi-ductile behavior
(crossed symbols): fracture unstable and curve non-linear (test record
intersects at least with 95%-tangent [77], representing stable crack
propagation across approximately 2% of the ligament width), and (iii)
ductile behavior (open symbols): fracture stable and non-linear curve in
force against displacement plot. Based on this classification, we define
the BDT temperature (for the given material and the respective loading
rate) as the lowest test temperature in the respective test campaign
exhibiting solely ductile or semi-ductile material behavior, but without
any specimen which has failed in a brittle manner.
Studying the evolution of material behavior with increasing loga
rithmic strain (from the top row downwards in Fig. 2), a clear trend
towards lower BDT temperatures can be observed. This statement is
general, i.e. independent of the applied loading rate and therefore we
mainly focus on the trends acquired at the intermediate loading rate
1 MPa m0.5 s−1 (center column) hereinafter. At the intermediate
loading rate, the less deformed material condition (material 1.7WR)
exhibits a BDT temperature of 385 K. This is above the remaining
warm-rolled materials (2.5WR, 2.9WR, and 3.3WR), with BDT tem
peratures of 348 K, 323 K, and once again 323 K. Thus, the decrease in
BDT temperature achieved by an additional warm deformation (a
logarithmic strain of 1.6 in maximum) is limited to reductions in
transition temperature of − 50 K and − 75 K, respectively. A more
substantial reduction of the BDT temperature can be seen after further
cold rolling. With 208 K, the transition temperature of the cold-rolled
material 4.1CR shows clearly the lowest value which represents a fur
ther reduction of − 115 K with regard to material 3.3WR. Therefore,
among the produced set of five sheets, material 4.1CR is the only one
that shows stable crack propagation at room-temperature. With a BDT
temperature of 236 K, room-temperature ductility is even maintained at
the accelerated loading rate. We want to highlight that the various
thicknesses of the specimens (as a consequence of the different strains
conducted by rolling) can be neglected in the discussion of the BDT
temperature. Our results have demonstrated (to be published) that in
the thickness region studied in this work the BDT temperature is not
affected by the specimen thickness or only slightly, so that this effect
vanishes in the experimental scatter.

3.1. Shift in BDT temperature by pre-deformation

3.2. Rolling-induced deformation structure

In the following section we address the impact of pre-deformation
on the BDT temperature of W sheets. Our results reveal a reduction of
BDT temperature with increasing plastic strain conducted by rolling.
Cold rolling appears to be most effective.
Campaigns of fracture toughness tests were carried out to acquire
trends of the critical stress intensity factor (K Q ) against the test tem
perature (T ). For each sheet three trends were recorded, which are
related to the nominal loading rates 0.01, 1.0, and 100 MPa m0.5 s−1.
These trends are shown in Fig. 2. Diagrams for the same material
condition but different loading rates are aligned horizontally, while
diagrams for different materials are aligned vertically (See notation in
the top left corners with material and loading rate). Following
Schwalbe et al. [81], we categorize the material behavior in the fol
lowing groups: (i) brittle behavior (filled symbols): fracture unstable

Here, we describe the microstructural evolution as a result of in
creasing strain conducted by rolling. Grain size reduction and an evo
lution towards a HAB dominated microstructure are quantified. We also
observe changes in the dislocation structure between warm-rolled and
cold-rolled W.
In Fig. 3 a part of the acquired EBSD data is illustrated, giving a first
idea of the modifications in microstructure that took place during each
rolling step. Strain conducted by rolling is increasing from top to
bottom. The magnification of the maps increases from left to right
column, starting with overview maps, which provide representative
impressions of respective microstructures at the centerline of the re
spective sheets. At the center column, sections of the respective over
view maps are shown at an intermediate magnification, revealing more
details of single microstructural features like HABs and LABs, which are

2.4. Electron channeling contrast imaging: Dislocation structure
Basic specimen preparation for ECCI was identical to the procedure
as described for EBSD. After electrochemical polishing, focus ion beam
(FIB) milling, using a FIB-SEM AURIGA (Carl Zeiss Microscopy,
Germany) with a gallium probe, was applied to mark specific areas on
the sample surfaces applying a probe current of 1 nA and 30 kV as ac
celeration voltage for the Ga ions. After that, the specimens were
electrochemically polished again for six pulses (see above) to remove
the surface layer containing ion beam damage. Finally, mechanical
polishing with colloidal silica for around 120 s was carried out to re
move thin oxide layers caused by electrochemical polishing.
For best beam convergence the SEM MERLIN was operated with an
acceleration voltage of 30 kV and a probe current of 2 nA. A retractable
4-quadrant backscattered electron detector (BSD) was used and the
sample was positioned at a working distance of 6 mm. We inverted the
signal of the BSD on all four sectors to obtain an image contrast, which
is well-known from TEM micrographs acquired in bright-field condi
tions. The orientation of the investigated grains was measured by EBSD
scans of the region of interest. Therefore, the sample was tilted to 70°
under retaining the selected region of interest by using the applied FIB
markings on the sample surfaces as an orientation. Information from
the micrographs and orientation information was coupled with the
software T.O.C.A. v2.3 [80], after initial calibration of the orientation
relationship between BSED and EBSD detector.
3. Results

4
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Fig. 2. Impact of rolling on the BDT temperature. Trends of the critical stress intensity factor (K Q ) are plotted against the test temperature (T ). Each subplot displays
the results of one material condition tested at a constant loading rate. Each row of subplots shows the test campaigns for one of the five tested material conditions
with different logarithmic strain (1.7WR to 4.1CR), as noted in the top left corner. Each column of subplots separates the test campaigns by the applied loading rates
(dK /dt ) of 0.01 MPa m0.5 s−1; 1.0 MPa m0.5 s−1 and 100 MPa m0.5 s−1, as indicated in the top left corner as well. Additionally, the filling of the symbols reflects the
material behavior observed in the respective single experiment. Filled symbols represent brittle behavior, crossed symbols semi-brittle and open symbols indicate
ductile material behavior, respectively (for explanation see text). The vertical lines (red dashed) highlight the deduced BDT temperatures. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

highlighted in black and white, respectively. The regions covered by
these sections are enclosed by black-white frames. Both micrographs
located in the left and center column, show the crystal direction along
the rolling direction (RD) by the color code according to the inverse
pole figure (IPF) displayed as inset. On the right-hand side of this
compilation, the kernel average misorientations (KAM) of each

measured point is reflected in so-called KAM maps, taking into account
first neighbor disorientations. The position of these regions (with even
higher magnification) is highlighted in the overview maps as well,
using blue-white lines.
In general, the micrographs displayed in Fig. 3 reveal very fine
microstructures for all materials covered by the present study.
5
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Fig. 3. Microstructural evolution with increasing strain. The orientation maps (left and center column) show the crystal direction along the rolling direction (RD)
according to the inverse pole figure (IPF) displayed in the inset. High-angle boundaries with a disorientation angle above a threshold value of 15° are highlighted in
black, low-angle boundaries (2°–15°) are represented by white lines (only in the column at the center and right-hand side). In the right column, kernel average
misorientation (KAM) maps are displayed showing the substructure by considering disorientation angles below 2°. The given legend shows the color code for the
KAM maps displaying KAMs between 0° and 2°. Only the first neighbors were considered. Additionally to the procedure described in the method section for the
calculation of the KAMs, also a three-iterations Kuwahara filter was applied for adaptive noise reduction, cf. Ref. [83–85].

Furthermore, the grains possess an anisotropic shape, highly elongated
along the rolling direction and, on the other hand, very short grain
dimensions along the normal direction, indicating a pancake-like grain
morphology. We selected the line intercept method to determine the
mean spacing between intersection points along the main sheet

directions with HABs and LABs. In this work we provide both results,
the prepend values are related to the cross-section defined by the rolling
direction and normal direction followed by a bracketed value that refers
to the cross section defined by the transverse direction and the rolling
direction. If the mean spacing of HABs is considered, all materials can
6

7

4.1CR

3.3WR

2.9WR

2.5WR

1.7WR

Material

0.811 ± 
0.021(0.8
35 ± 0.0
26)
0.547 ± 
0.051(0.4
62 ± 0.0
33)
0.397 ± 
0.023(0.3
76 ± 0.0
10)
0.312 ± 
0.016(0.3
15 ± 0.0
16)
0.255 ± 
0.005(0.2
49 ± 0.0
12)

dHAB /µm

0.382 ± 
0.016(0.3
60 ± 0.0
32)
0.272 ± 
0.017(0.2
68 ± 0.0
03)
0.236 ± 
0.011(0.2
26 ± 0.0
05)
0.201 ± 
0.004(0.1
87 ± 0.0
13)
0.159 ± 
0.002(0.1
57 ± 0.0
04)

d all /µm

8.3(5.3)

12.0(6.1)

12.2(6.8)

7.5(4.7)

7.8(5.2)

7.6(5.2)

6.5(4.0)

4.3(3.2)

rall /-

5.8(3.7)

4.3(3.3)

r HAB /-

5.49 ± 0
.13(5.7
1 ± 0.22)

4.39 ± 0
.14(4.6
8 ± 0.34)

3.64 ± 0
.20(3.8
8 ± 0.07)

2.93 ± 0
.13(3.1
9 ± 0.15)

1.96 ± 0
.07(2.0
1 ± 0.06)

S V, HAB /µ
m−1

0.67 ± 0
.01(0.6
5 ± 0.00)
0.68 ± 0
.01(0.6
9 ± 0.01)

8.11 ± 0
.03(8.3
1 ± 0.17)

0.63 ± 0
.02(0.6
4 ± 0.01)

0.56 ± 0
.03(0.6
2 ± 0.03)

0.47 ± 0
.01(0.4
6 ± 0.02)

x HAB /-

6.57 ± 0
.15(7.1
7 ± 0.51)

5.80 ± 0
.23(6.0
3 ± 0.12)

5.24 ± 0
.22(5.1
6 ± 004)

4.21 ± 0
.11(4.3
5 ± 0.24)

S V, all /µ
m−1

0.32 ± 0
.02(0.3
1 ± 0.02)

0.33 ± 0
.02(0.3
5 ± 0.00)

0.37 ± 0
.02(0.3
6 ± 0.01)

0.44 ± 0
.03(0.3
8 ± 0.03)

0.53 ± 0
.01(0.5
4 ± 0.02)

x LAB /-

0.08 ± 0
.01(0.0
8 ± 0.00)

0.07 ± 0
.00(0.0
7 ± 0.00)

0.07 ± 0
.00(0.0
7 ± 0.00)

0.06 ± 0
.01(0.0
7 ± 0.01)

0.05 ± 0
.00(0.0
5 ± 0.01)

x CSL /-

8.8

0.9

0.5

1.0

1.1

14
D /10
m−2

Table 3
Summary of the microstructural properties. For each material condition and microstructural property, two values are given. The values written in the first row are related to EBSD scans of the cross-section defined by the
rolling direction (RD) and the normal direction (ND) of the sheets. The second row (values in brackets) represents the results derived from the scans of the cross-sections defined by transverse direction (TD) and the ND.
This applies for the properties: mean spacing between HABs along ND and mean spacing between all boundaries (dHAB , dall ), the surface density of HABs and the surface density of all boundaries (SV,HAB , SV,all ), and the
fractions of HABs, LABs and CSL boundaries ( xHAB , xLAB , x CSL ). The fraction of CSL boundaries include all CSL boundaries from Σ3 to Σ25 which are also included in the fraction of high-angle boundaries. Brandon’s
criterion was applied [86]. For the aspect ratio of grains and the aspect ratio of subgrains (rHAB, rall ), the number of the first row gives the elongation of the grains and subgrains parallel to RD expressed as times the mean
boundary spacing along ND. The aspect ratios written down in the second row describe the elongation parallel to TD. For calculating the aspect ratios the mean values for the boundary spacings along ND were used
generated by the result from the cross-sections defined by the RD and the ND and by the TD and the ND as well. Errors represent the standard deviation between the mean values of the four single maps. Dislocation
densities determined by the modified Williamson-Hall (mWH) method were taken from an earlier publication [71].
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be classified as ultrafine-grained (UFG), i.e. have on average a HAB
spacing in the submicron regime [82]. Striking features of the micro
structures are addressed in more detail hereinafter.
The microstructure of material 1.7WR has an inhomogeneous
character. A vast majority of the grains are oriented 〈110〉 parallel to
the rolling direction, indicating that the sheet is highly textured. The
structure of these grains belonging to the ɑ-fiber gives the material a
band-like character. The 〈110〉-oriented grains surround smaller ag
glomerations of grains that have distinct different orientations (are not
colored in green). Within of some regions that belong to a band of ɑfiber orientations, the spacing of HABs along ND is significantly larger
than in neighbored regions or as the mean spacing of HABs. One of
these bands is displayed in higher magnification in Fig. 3. The selected
band has a thickness of approximately 5 µm compared to 0.81 µm
(0.84 µm) which is the mean HAB spacing along the normal direction
for 1.7WR, cf. Table 3. In this band, most of the boundaries are LABs.
Considering all boundaries instead of only HABs, the distribution of
boundary spacing reveals a relatively homogenous subgrain structure,
which conflicts with the impression derived in the beginning. Same
applies to the distribution of boundaries with disorientation angles
below 2°, as is indicated by the KAM map of W1.7.
The distribution of HABs in material 2.5WR is quite more homo
genous than observed for 1.7WR. Larger bands that are only subdivided
by LABs (as described for 1.7WR above) are reduced in thickness and
have almost disappeared. As a consequence of an increase in strain by
logarithmic 0.8, the mean spacing between HABs along the normal
direction and between all boundaries are reduced, possessing mean
values of 0.55 µm (0.46 µm) and 0.27 µm (0.27 µm), respectively.
During the further passes of warm rolling, the aforementioned ten
dencies continued further, cf. Table 3. However, in comparison to the
first warm rolling steps, the achieved reduction of the mean boundary
spacing is much less pronounced for material 2.9WR and 3.3WR. For
these materials, we determined mean values considering the spacing of
HABs of 0.40 µm (0.38 µm) and 0.31 µm (0.32 µm), respectively. Con
sidering all boundaries, mean boundary spacings along the normal di
rection of 0.24 µm (0.23 µm) and 0.20 µm (0.19 µm) were determined.
Also, the texture of these materials remained dominated by {hkl}〈110〉
orientations. Wide regions of 3.3WR exhibit a distinct bamboo structure
[79], i.e. two approximately parallel boundaries (usually HABs) are
aligned parallel to the rolling direction and are linked by short
boundary segments with smaller disorientation angles.
For material 4.1CR, an additional pass of cold rolling was applied to
a section of 3.3WR. In 4.1CR, the bamboo structure is fully developed
and we can observe a further grain size reduction along the normal

direction. By that, 4.1CR reaches the minimum values for the mean
boundary spacing of all investigated materials in this study with
0.26 µm
(0.25 µm)
and
0.16 µm
(0.16 µm),
respectively.
Simultaneously, during cold rolling also the aspect ratios have further
increased. With an elongation along the rolling directions which mea
sures 12x mean boundary spacing along the normal direction, material
4.1CR possesses by far the highest anisotropic grain morphology.
With increasing strain conducted by warm rolling, the surface
density of boundaries increases as well and more and more of these
boundaries exhibit high-angle character. To give numbers: After the
first step of warm rolling, the surface density of HAB and all boundaries
on the cross-section defined by the rolling direction and the normal
direction is 1.96 µm−1 (47%) and 4.21 µm−1, respectively. These
boundary densities further increase to 4.39 µm−1 (67%) and 6.57 µm−1
during warm rolling as measured for material 3.3WR. For a detailed
description of the intermediate rolling steps please cf. Table 3. Material
4.1CR possess the highest surface densities of 5.49 µm−1 (68%) and
8.11 µm−1. In contrast to the increasing densities of HABs and all
boundaries, the surface density of LABs remains almost constant, and
even shows for both investigated cross-sections equivalent values of
2.23 ± 0.06 µm−1 (RD × ND) and 2.24 ± 0.20 µm−1 (TD × ND)
considering the warm-rolled materials. At first glance, also the cell
structure (here, boundaries below 2° disorientation) remained un
changed, often developed as boundaries that are aligned parallel to the
normal direction and subdividing the highly elongated grains into
shorter domains.
It is interesting to note that during cold rolling the total density of
boundaries has increased as well, but the fraction of HABs and LABs
remained unchanged. During the previous steps of warm rolling, an
ongoing increase of the fraction of HABs was observed, which was
originated in an almost constant density of LABs. The cold-rolled sheet
possess a raised LAB density in comparison to the warm-rolled sheets,
however, also maintaining the almost isotropic characteristic, i.e.
2.62 µm−1 and 2.60 µm−1, respectively. Although the pancake-like
grain morphology with pronounced grain elongation parallel to the
rolling direction (between 1.3x and 2.0x the elongation along the
transverse direction) suggests the highest surface densities of HABs for
the TD-RD cross-section, the determined densities vary only very little,
whereby material 4.1CR possess only a difference of 4%. This allows to
develop the above statement about a HAB dominated microstructure to
a more precise description: the microstructure is determined by pre
vailing HABs that are aligned parallel to the rolling direction.
The angular distribution of the boundaries is studied in-depth,
hereinafter. In Fig. 4a, the surface density (SV ) is plotted against the

Fig. 4. Angular distribution of boundaries and the impact of the deformation structure. In subplot (a) the surface density of boundaries (SV ) is displayed against the
disorientation angle ( ), whereby boundaries below 2° are not included in this consideration. The legend provides information on the allocation of colored graphs to
the respective material condition. The surface density is plotted using a binning of 1°. For better readability, however, only every fourth error bar is displayed. The
error bars were calculated by comparing the surface density of the single maps (at the respective disorientation angle) recorded for the same material and show the
standard deviation. In (b) the respective orientation correlation functions (OCF) are shown (see text for explanation). Similar to subplot (a), in (b) the angular regime
above 2° is illustrated. Probability densities are expressed as multiples of random distribution (m.r.d.). Selected binning for plotting was 1° as well. For subplot (a) and
(b) both, the displayed data are acquired on the cross-section defined by the transverse direction and normal direction. Dashed lines on the left-hand side of both
diagrams reflect disorientations that are not clearly related to boundaries since the high defect density in these materials results in small uncertainties during
indexing of the EBSPs [89].
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Fig. 5. Subgrain and dislocation structure of material 1.7WR. The ECCI micrograph was taken with inverted signal processing of the BSD detector, i.e. instead of the
dark grains, the bright grains are in or close to channeling conditions. The red surface of the inset highlights the scanned cross-section. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

disorientation angle ( ), whereby integration of the area below the
single curves gives the surface density of all boundaries (to be precise
above 2° disorientation) as listed in Table 3. An investigation of the
graphs reveals the presence of two pronounced peaks. The first peak
indicates a raised frequency of LABs within the angular regime between
5.5° and 6.5°. This peak can clearly be identified for all materials and
the maximum of surface density is observed in this angular regime for
all materials. The angular resolution of the applied Hough-based ap
proach for orientation determination via EBSD does not allow a quan
tification of a possible peak shift that might take place during rolling.
While the peak density in the LAB regime changes only in a random
manner with increasing strain, there is a clear tendency for a growing
density of boundaries with a disorientation angle of around 55°. For the
materials related to a logarithmic strain of 2.9 and below, the surface
density at 55° does not stand out clearly among neighbored dis
orientation angles. For material 3.3WR and 4.1CR, however, there are
no doubts about the existence of this second peak for higher strained W.
The graphs displayed in Fig. 4a are derived from the disorientation
angles between directly neighbored pixels [87], which is, in fact, the
correlated misorientation function (also known as MODF or MDF)
multiplied by the total surface density of all boundaries. Dividing the
correlated misorientation function by the respective uncorrelated mis
orientation function (OODF) gives access to the so-called orientation
correlation function (OCF). The orientation correlation function de
scribes a texture-reduced probability density function referring to a not
deformed material condition, please cf. Ref. [87] for more details. By
this procedure, the frequency of boundaries originated in the de
formation structure can be assessed separately, due to elimination the
impact of the texture. This differentiates the OCF from the MODF,
where the impact of the deformation structure is superimposed with the
evolution in texture. We provide the Python script used for the creation
of maps with a random positions on the base of the measured EBSD
maps as supplementary material. The outcoming OCF-graphs are dis
played in Fig. 4b showing the probability density of boundaries (POCF )
with a certain angle against the disorientation angle ( ). Please note,
due to the above-outlined procedure, the areas below the curves in an
OCF are not equal anymore, as they do in the MODF or OODF plots. A
polycrystalline, undeformed material with a uniform density of the
grain orientations is expected to generate an angular-independent
function with a constant probability density of 1 m.r.d. (multiples of
random distribution; or multiples of uniform density [88], to be more
precise). This level is highlighted in Fig. 4b by a horizontal dashed line
and acts as a reference during the further elucidations. Up to dis
orientation angles of about 20°, all materials show a strong deviation
from the reference line towards higher frequencies due to the presence

of a subgrain structure. This deviation is most apparent for the mate
rials with lower strains. Material 3.3WR and 4.1CR possess a far less
dramatic deviation from the reference in the LAB regime, having
maximums of 2.2 and 2.7 m.r.d. instead of 10 m.r.d. or higher. Similar
to the graphs displayed in Fig. 4a, in Fig. 4b the peak densities are
located in the angular regime of 5.5° to 6.5° disorientation.
During the largest parts of the HAB regime (in this work defined to
start at 15° disorientation) the curves of all materials are practically
parallel to the dashed line, however, they are placed slightly below.
They are placed the lower, the less the amount of pre-deformation. This
trend is also an effect of the presence of the subgrain structures induced
during plastic deformation, in contrast to the deformation-free material
condition this concept has as assumption. The almost horizontal evo
lution of the graphs in the HAB regime demonstrates that neither warm
rolling nor cold rolling of W leads to a preferential development of
distinct neighborhood relations within the deformation structure.
Consequently, the presence of a notable number fraction of coincidence
site lattice (CSL) boundaries can be ruled out by an analysis of provided
probability density functions. Moreover, in contrast to Fig. 4a, in the
texture-reduced probability density functions, the peak around 55° has
disappeared, showing that this feature has its origin in the formation of
a distinct rolling texture. The presence of this peak (in the MODF) is
very likely the consequence of a high orientation density in rotated
cube component and γ-fiber orientations [71].
As a supplement to the EBSD based investigations, the evolution of
the microstructure is discussed in the following by utilizing ECCI mi
crographs. We picked the method of ECCI, since ECCI allows imaging
the dislocation structures on bulk samples via SEM BSD, while sample
preparation by a classic TEM route via electrochemical thinning (e.g. by
Tenupol) was not applicable for the below discussed cross-section due
to the thin thicknesses of the studied sheets. Alternatively the produc
tion of TEM lamellas by FIB milling would be practicable, however,
causing a bombardment of Ga ions and, in consequence, extensive socalled FIB damage of the material volume that is in focus of interest
[90]. The high density of FIB-induced point defects impedes the clear
study of dislocations and other lattice defects to a large extend, cf. e.g.
Ref. [91]. In Fig. 5 the microstructure of the less deformed material
1.7WR is shown. Both images were acquired on the RD-ND cross-sec
tion highlighted in the inset. The micrographs confirm the impressions
gained by EBSD. Material 1.7WR possesses an inhomogeneous (sub-)
grain structure with highly elongated grains along the rolling direction
(center region of the left-hand side micrograph). These grains coexist
with grains that have a larger boundary spacing along the normal di
rection and lower aspect ratios. The latter consist of several domains,
divided by boundaries composed of individual dislocations. Beside the
9
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Fig. 6. Microstructure of material 4.1WR and orientations of the analyzed grains. The physical image contrast of the ECCI micrograph is inverted. The red surface of
the inset highlights the scanned cross-section. Orientation information concerning the analyzed grains (1) and (2) are reflected by the stereographic projection. Dots
showing the points related to crystallographic directions. Red solid and dotted lines display the expected traces of selected 〈111〉 dislocation lines. The cubes attached
to the stereographic projections display the orientation of the cubic unit cell in the analyzed grains based on EBSD data. Electron backscatter patterns (EBSPs) were
generated using the Bruker’s ESPRIT DynamicS package. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

visible dislocation lines. This may indicate that these dislocation lines
are pure screw segments with Burgers vector ½〈111〉. There are,
however, also dislocations (in particular in grain 2) whose trace does
not coincide with any 〈111〉 direction. Note, in any case, that a trace
analysis of dislocation lines is rather inaccurate, as the inclination of the
dislocation with respect to the surface cannot be properly deduced from
the ECC images and is, furthermore, not crystallographically well-de
fined.

progress of subdivision by the development of dislocation boundaries,
in the forming domains, also a high amount of individual dislocations
or forest dislocations can be observed at higher magnification. Several
intersection points on the sample surface indicates a significant fraction
of not visible dislocation lines
In addition, an in-depth analysis of material 4.1CR was carried out,
revealing changes in grain morphology and dislocation structures.
While the micrographs of material 1.7WR exhibit only sporadically
grains with high aspect ratios, Fig. 6 shows that severely rolled W
possesses a lamellar microstructure. Most of these grains span over the
whole width of the scanned area. The grains in the material 4.1CR show
rather strong lattice rotations, such that only small areas with sharp 2beam diffraction contrast and therefore proper dislocation visibility are
observable. Consequently, an appropriate determination and compar
ison of dislocation densities require the evaluation of a larger area in 2beam diffraction contrast, which is the subject matter of future work. It
is worth mentioning that after cold rolling a striking fraction of the
dislocation lines is running from one horizontal boundary to another in
a strictly straight manner. Furthermore, if the dislocations of a single
grain are studied separately, the alignment of the segments reveals a
few preferred angles of inclination. This fact is elucidated hereinafter
more in detail.
We obtained indications about the crystallographic orientation of
these straight segments by linking BSD image and EBSD signal. The
obtained orientation information is reflected by the displayed units cells
in Fig. 6, revealing that the grain, labeled as (1), is slightly off from an
ideal γ-fiber orientation and that grain (2) is close to the so-called ro
tated cube component as the most prominent part of the ɑ-fiber. This
gives insights to grains with very common crystal orientation for rolled
W [71]. Pleased note, that due to a previous calibration of measured
crystal orientation via EBSD detector and obtained electron backscatter
pattern (EBSP) gained by a BSD detector, minor offsets between both
acquisition systems were compensated, allowing to discuss the crystal
orientations linked with features of an ECCI micrograph. With knowl
edge about the crystal orientation of grain (1) and grain (2), the soft
ware T.O.C.A. [80] was utilized to generate the stereographic projec
tions, including relevant crystallographic directions with respect to the
measured grain orientations. In a subsequent step, the traces of possible
〈111〉 dislocation lines were drawn (red lines) and parallel translated
into the ECCI micrograph, allowing to compare predicted traces and the
inclination of the marked dislocation lines. As Fig. 6 illustrates, there is,
for some of the dislocations, a good match of constructed traces and

4. Discussion
In this section, we primarily focus on empirical relationships be
tween BDT temperature and boundary-related properties. These re
lationships are discussed later on in the background of the dualism of
boundaries, which act as a dislocation source on the one hand but also
confine the mobility of dislocations by causing a pile-up on the other
hand. However, in the beginning, we like to make some remarks on the
microstructural results.
As a result of the work of Kurishita et al. [92] on molybdenum and
later work on coincidence site lattice (CSL) boundaries in W by Mi
khailovskij et al. [93], possible contributions of CSL boundaries to im
provements in plasticity and resistance against fracture are frequently
discussed nowadays, e.g. Ref. [94–96]. In the present work, the fre
quency of CSL boundaries was calculated as well, cf. Table 3. Our re
sults reveal a slight increase in the fraction of CSL boundaries with
increasing strain. With a span from 5% to 8%, the observed fractions
are in the expected region of about 8% of all boundaries (considering
Σ3 to Σ25 boundaries) if a polycrystal with uniform grain orientations is
taken as a reference [97]. If instead a polycrystal with fiber texture is
used for comparison purposes, the determined fractions of CSL
boundaries are in fact lower than the simulation-derived values [97].
Taking into account the probability densities of the orientation corre
lation function (OCF) within the HAB regime (Fig. 4b), the absence of
distinct peaks also confirms additionally that the above cumulative
result also applies for each of the single CSL disorientations. Appre
ciating these facts, we conclude, that during warm and cold rolling of W
no preferred development of CSL boundaries takes place. Furthermore,
we like to highlight that the fraction of CSL boundaries using Brandon’s
criterion ( 1/2 ) [86] for defining the tolerance limits is known to in
clude several boundaries without special properties [98]. Applying a
more rigorous limit by considering a 5/6 dependence [85], reduces the
fractions given in Table 3 by a factor about six on average. Taking into
10
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Fig. 7. Correlation between BDT temperature and the mean surface density of boundaries. In diagram (a) BDT temperatures (TBDT ) are plotted against the surface

density of HABs (SV,HAB ).considering boundaries with disorientation angles above 15°.The different fillings of the symbols reflect the application of three loading
rates (dK /dt ) during the experimental campaigns (see legend). Data points plotted as a circle are taken from Ref. [4,109]. Error bars show the standard deviation
calculated analyzing the mean values of the multiple maps acquired for each material. In (b), the surface densities of all boundaries (SV,all ) are taken into account, i.e.
disorientation angles of 2° and above.

dislocation loop [102]. We conclude that the presence of straight seg
ments of presumably screw type in the cold-rolled specimen appears to
be related to the reduction in rolling temperature rather than a result of
the high plastic strain, which material 4.1CR was exposed to.
In this second part, relationships between the density of boundaries
and the BDT temperature are discussed. In his review about the de
formation behavior of W at low temperatures, Stephens [105] has
shown that the BDT temperature reaches its maximum at a mean grain
diameter of about 100 µm. In the regime incorporating smaller dia
meters than related to the maximum, the BDT temperature often fol
lows a Hall–Petch-like relationship, cf. [5] for a more comprehensive
treatment. However, in severely rolled W, a description of the grain
dimensions by a single value seems to be an inappropriate attempt since
the pancake-like grain morphology in these materials is not reflected.
Furthermore, the approach above is not suited to describe the aniso
tropic nature of the BDT temperature of severely rolled W sheets as
frequently reported, e.g. [69,106,107]. For complex materials, a com
monly accepted description of the BDT temperature by a given set of
microstructural properties is not available so far. Considering the fact
that even in room-temperature ductile W with UFG microstructure the
BDT is still controlled by the mobility of the screw dislocation [4], we
infer the existence of a single set of microstructural parameters, which
allows a consistent description of the BDT temperature of monolithic
(unalloyed) W materials. This formulation should be able to cover
coarse-grained microstructures up to grain sizes of about 100 µm,
where presumably the base of crack tip plasticity changes, as suggested
by Reiser et al. [108]. In the same manner, this formulation should
predict correct BDT temperatures for UFG material conditions on the
other hand.
A good correlation between BDT temperature and the mean surface
density of HABs have been reported by Ratliff et al. [43] in their re
search on possible candidates for ductile W sheet alloy, expressing the
influence the mean surface density of HABs (SV,HAB ) on the BDT tem
perature (TBDT ) of their materials as

account their low fraction (about 1% if the latter criterion is taken into
account), the contribution of CSL boundaries to the rolling-induced
reduction in BDT temperature appears to be negligible in the present
work.
A comparison of the ECCI micrographs obtained from the warmrolled material condition (Fig. 5) with the cold-rolled material (Fig. 6)
reveals a change in dislocation structures. While after warm rolling
predominantly tangled and randomly shaped dislocation lines prevail,
the grain interiors of the cold-rolled microstructure exhibit a striking
fraction of straight dislocation lines that span across the grains. If a
single grain is studied, these straight dislocation lines exist under very
few angles of inclination only. The constructed traces, which are ex
pected for 〈111〉 dislocation lines match very well the projection of
some of the straight dislocation segments indicating that these striking
dislocation lines are presumably ½〈111〉 screw type. However, since
the angle of inclination of the dislocation line concerning the specimen
surface cannot be specified by ECCI, we have to point out that this
method does not provide indubitable results. On the other hand, for
metals with a bcc crystal structure, the Burgers vector is well estab
lished to be ½〈111〉 type [99] except for short junctions [70]. This
applies at least for non-irradiated conditions [100]. This reduces sig
nificantly the uncertainty arising due to the remaining degree of
freedom and strengthens the above statement about the nature of the
straight dislocation segments.
Long, straight screw dislocations are known for cold-deformed W
single crystals, cf. Ref. [40,101]. However, the dislocations lines extend
over a region that is almost one order of magnitude larger than avail
able between the parallel boundaries of a bamboo-like microstructure.
Caillard [101] has linked the straight shape of the screw dislocations
with the athermal transition temperature of W [102], which is strain
rate-dependent and under quasi-static loading at around 800 K [103].
Above the athermal transition temperature (not to be confused with the
BDT temperature), the screw dislocations are curved and highly mobile.
Below, the glide of the ½〈111〉 screw dislocation requires thermal ac
tivation, and the mobility is highly reduced [104]. In contrast to this,
non-screw segments retain their high mobility leaving behind straight
segments of less mobile screw segments after the expansion of a

TBDT = T1

A1 SV,HAB

(1)

where T1 and A1 are constants. For Fig. 7a, this relationship was adopted
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for data presentation. In addition to the BDT temperatures determined
in the present work (results for three loading rates are displayed), Fig. 7
also contains information from recent works, carried out using an
identical experimental setup. These data are related to worked and
subsequently heat treated W sheets with technical purity having re
covered [109] and recrystallized [4] microstructures, respectively. For
easy discrimination, both annealed material conditions are represented
by circles instead of squares as used for the as-rolled conditions. At first
glance, the attempt illustrated by Fig. 7a reveals a clear trend showing a
decrease in BDT temperature with increasing surface density of HABs.
However, this attempt does not provide a wide-ranging relationship as
was aimed. This statement is primarily based on the presence of dis
continuities, whereby the first is located at the transition from re
crystallized W to the warm-rolled sheets (left-hand side). A second drop
can be identified at the change of the rolling condition from warm to
cold working (right-hand side). In diagram Fig. 7a, solely in the regime
between 2.0 µm−1 and 4.4 µm−1 the derivation of a linear trend line
could be justified. This regime contains the warm-rolled sheets. Re
crystallized W sheets (0.01 µm−1) and cold-rolled W sheets (5.5 µm−1)
are out of the range of validity.
An improved description was obtained applying (Eq. (1)) but using
the mean surface density of all boundaries (SV,all ) instead of considering
HABs only. Similar to the previous attempt, in Fig. 7b the BDT tem
perature is plotted against the selected microstructural property. In
particular, a good agreement between shown trend lines and data
points can be attested for the crossed and filled symbols, exhibiting
deviations between trend an experimental result of about maximal 20 K
only (considering BDT temperatures that span over a range of about
500 K). Both data sets represent the BDT temperatures determined by
applying an intermediate (1.0 MPa m0.5 s−1) and a fast loading rate
(100 MPa m0.5 s−1), respectively. After evaluating the data that are
related to the loading rate of 0.01 MPa m0.5 s−1, the impression of more
scattering results is gained in general but in particular for the re
crystallized material condition (left-hand side). This is very likely an
effect of the lower number of fracture toughness tests that were carried
out due to test durations of several hours at this loading rate.
At this point, however, we have to mention that the above attempts
based on the surface density are subjected to relevant restrictions in
describing the BDT temperature as an anisotropic property. Since the
surface density is an area property, some variations of the crack system
cannot be represented. Considering the basic directions of a rolled sheet
RD (L), TD (T), ND (S), for six crack systems (32 possible letter com
binations minus the three invalid letter pairs LL, TT, and SS) only three
cross-sections are available. Consequently, as good as this formulation
seems to work for a data set derived from specimens with identical
crack system but different material conditions, as bad the property
surface density of boundaries is expected to be suited for a compre
hensive approach. This is briefly demonstrated hereinafter discussing
specimens with identical microstructure but equipped with an L-T and

an S-T crack system, respectively. In Fig. 8 these two crack systems are
illustrated. By definition, the direction of crack propagation is parallel
to the transverse direction for both crack systems but the respective
plane normal to the crack plane is different. Whereas the plane normal
in an L-T crack system is parallel to the rolling direction, in an S-T crack
system the plane normal points into the normal direction. As a result,
the crack front of the first example (L-T) is aligned along the normal
direction and of the latter one (S-T) along the rolling direction, cf.
Fig. 8. Between both crack systems fracture behavior is strikingly dif
ferent. While by Nikolić et al. [68] the BDT temperature has been de
termined to be at about room-temperature for specimens with L-T crack
system and prevailing transgranular fractures have been observed,
Pfeifenberger et al. [107] have shown that by the selection of a crack
system forcing crack propagation in the rolling plane, extreme brittle
fracture behavior (intergranular crack path) is obtained although both
studies are based on similar materials. This implies for the above ex
ample using L-T and S-T crack systems that a suited model needs to
predict a lower BDT temperature for specimens with L-T crack system in
comparison to experiments with the S-T crack system (for a given
material with pancake-like microstructure). This requirement is not
fulfilled by (Eq. (1)) since in the above approach both crack systems can
be linked with the same cross-section (RD × ND) and in consequence
with an identical surface density and, therefore, the same predicted
BDT temperature.
To overcome this restriction, the utilization of a direction-depen
dent microstructural property seems ineluctable. In recent works
[7,66], promising results have been obtained using the Hall–Petch-like
relationship

TBDT = T2

A2

0.5

(2)

HAB

where TBDT is the BDT temperature, T2 and A2 are constants. The

quantity is denoted as mean chord length in the following. We define
chord length as the boundary spacing along the crack front and dis
tinguish between chord length for HABs and chord for all boundaries
considering disorientations above 15° and 2°, respectively. Independent
of the related type of boundaries that is taken into consideration (HABs
only or instead of all boundaries), in first approximation, a generalized
formulation of the direction-dependent nature of chord length ( ) can
be expressed as follows

= gdND

rRD|ND
rTD|ND
1

(3)

where g describes the orientation of the crack front in relation to the

reference frame of a rolled sheet [74] using a vectorial notation and dND
is a scalar quantity representing mean boundary spacing parallel to the
normal direction (ND). In (Eq. (3)) the mean spacing between bound
aries related to the remaining main directions of a rolled sheet are given

Fig. 8. Elucidation of the quantity chord length and selected crack systems. In addition to the 3D representation of the microstructure of 1.7WR the alignment of the
test lines used for determining the property chord length by line intercept method is overlaid. Based on the microstructure of 4.1CR the alignment of the different
crack systems is illustrated.
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Fig. 9. Correlation between BDT temperature and chord length using a Hall–Petch-like relationship. In diagram (a) BDT temperatures (TBDT ) are plotted against the

square root of the inversed mean chord length for HABs ( HAB ) considering boundaries with disorientation angles above 15°.The different fillings of the symbols
reflect the application of three loading rates (dK /dt ) during the experimental campaigns. Data points plotted as square are taken from Ref. [4,109]. Error bars show

the standard deviation calculated analyzing the mean values of the multiple maps acquired for each material. In (b), all boundaries (
angle of 2° are taken into account.

by the aspect ratios rRD|ND (rolling direction) and rTD|ND (transverse
direction) referring to ND, cf. Table 3. Since in this work solely speci
mens with L-T crack system were tested, g can be written as 0|0|1
further on. As illustrated in Fig. 8, under this circumstance, i.e. only
specimens with L-T crack system are utilized, the mean chord length is
equivalent to the mean boundary spacing along the normal direction.
In Fig. 9 the suitability of (Eq. (2)) for the available data set is in
vestigated, plotting the evolution in BDT temperature against the in

mn
TBDT
= T3

A3 rx|

0.5

1

all )

starting with a disorientation

(4)

mn
where TBDT
is the BDT temperature related to a crack system mn ,
whereby in a specific example n and m are replaced by L, T, or S.
Furthermore, T3 and A3 are constants, rx| represents the aspect ratio
defined by the mean boundary spacing along the plane normal to the

crack plane in relation to , which is the mean chord length (the
boundary spacing along the crack front). Data presentation in Fig. 10
was conducted by applying this extended formulation. Due to the fact
that in this work solely specimens with L-T crack system were tested,
the aspect ratio rRD| is defined by the boundary spacing along the
rolling direction divided by the boundary spacing along the normal
direction. Evaluation of the data related to HABs only (Fig. 10a) reveals
that still both discontinuities in the evolution of the BDT temperature
are present. However, compared to Fig. 7a and Fig. 8a, the drop be
tween the warm- and cold-rolled materials seems to be less pronounced.
Similar to the earlier tried relationships, a better correlation is achieved
if chord length for all boundaries and the aspect ratio related to
boundaries with disorientation angles of 2° or above are considered.
Utilization of (Eq. (4)) allows a proper description of the rolling-in
duced decrease in BDT temperature including both the warm-rolled
conditions and cold-rolled sheet. Furthermore, also the BDT tempera
ture of the annealed material with a strongly recovered microstructure
(single filled circle at 1.98 µm−1) is pretty well predicted by the trend
line. This suggests that the BDT temperature of W sheets scales with the
chord length for all boundaries and furthermore with the boundary
spacing parallel to the normal of the crack plane. However, this first
well-fitting assessment needs to be rethought after evaluation of the
match of trend lines and measured BDT temperatures of the re
crystallized sheet. While for the materials with prevailing deformation
structure (as-rolled and the recovered conditions) the extended Hall–
Petch-like relationship appears very suited, the predicted BDT tem
peratures of the deformation-free material (left-hand side in Fig. 10b)
are far off the actual determined temperatures. This limits the proposed
relationship to materials with relevant deformation structures so far. In
this scope, however, (Eq. (4)) provides proper predications.
Possible reasons for the limitation of (Eq. (4)) to materials with

verse square root of the mean chord length for HABs ( HAB ) and against
the inverse square root of the mean chord length for all boundaries

( all ), respectively. First subplot (a) is discussed. Again, the BDT tem
peratures for all three loading rates are displayed, but in the following
the main focus remains on the results achieved in the campaigns related
to intermediate (filled) and fast loading rates (crossed symbols). In first
approximation, for Fig. 9a the same applies as earlier discussed for
Fig. 8a: For the warm-rolled sheets the application of a linear trend line
can be considered, while predicted BDT temperatures of the cold-rolled
material (right-hand side) and the recrystallized material (left-hand
side) are clearly over- and underestimated, respectively. Also quite si
milar to Fig. 8 is the fact, that by the consideration of all boundaries
instead of HABs only a better (linear) correlation is obtained as is re
vealed by Fig. 9b. This statement, however, needs to be restricted to the
warm-rolled and annealed materials. The extrapolation of the drawn
trend lines to smaller chord length (right-hand side) reveals that this
simple Hall–Petch-like approach does not reflect the reduction in BDT
temperature during cold rolling in the same magnitude as observed in
experiments. Furthermore, a theoretical consideration of this approach
reveals that by this single parameter approach, again, only three dif
ferent BDT temperatures can be described instead of the six in
dependent that are required to cover all basis crack systems. Conse
quently, an approach with at least two independent microstructural
variables needs to be developed.
In order to overcome this limitation, in the following a so-called
extended Hall–Petch-like relationship is investigated. Reflecting recent
simulation-based work by Reiser et al. [108], we propose the following
relationship for describing the rolling-induced evolution in BDT tem
perature by using a more comprehensive approach of the kind
13
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Fig. 10. Correlation between BDT temperature and chord length using an extended Hall–Petch-like relationship. In diagram (a) BDT temperatures (TBDT ) are plotted

using the extended Hall–Petch-like relationship considering mean chord length for HABs ( HAB ) and the aspect ratio for the rolling direction (rHAB,RD ). The different
fillings of the symbols reflect the application of three loading rates (dK /dt ) during the experimental campaigns. Data points plotted as square are taken from Ref.

[4,109]. Error bars show the standard deviation calculated analyzing the mean values of the multiple maps acquired for each material. In (b), all boundaries (
rall,RD ) are taken into account.

deformation structure might be originated in a different character of
HABs which have formed by aggregating dislocations during plastic
deformation or are the result of recrystallization on the other hand
[79]. A detailed treatment of HABs in UFG materials has been provided
by Sauvage et al. [110] and Wilde [111]. As an additional contributing
factor, also dislocation multiplication [112,113] shall be mentioned at
this point. Dislocation densities in worked W typically span from 1013
to 1015 m−2 [114–116], but after recrystallization the dislocation
density is reduced to about 1012 m−2 [117]. As a consequence, the
generation of dislocation loops caused by dislocation multiplication
appears to be less likely which also might influence the BDT tempera
ture, as shown hereinafter. We also like to mention differences in
fracture behavior between the materials that are well-described by the
found relationship applied for the drawing of Fig. 10 and the material
that underwent recrystallization (all observations gained in tests with LT crack system only). While the BDT of the first, i.e. the as-rolled and
the recovered condition, manifest in a transition from transgranular
fracture to ductile behavior, for the fracture of the recrystallized ma
terial in the brittle regime intergranular fracture prevails.
In this section, we discuss the outcome of the above correlation
attempts in the background recent simulation-derived relationships
based on discrete dislocation dynamics (DDD) studies, which is taken as
a chance to deduce indications about the relation between micro
structure and mechanical behavior. In the numerical study conducted
by Reiser et al. [108], the impact of the spatial distribution of dis
location sources and obstacles for the glide of dislocations has been
evaluated. As concluding outcome, the relationship

TBDT = T0

Ad

0.5d

1

all ,

lead very likely to stimulated dislocation nucleation along the crack
front improving the shieling of the crack tip and lowering the BDT
temperature. Furthermore, we can learn that boundaries out of the
notch zone predominantly act as an obstacle for dislocation glide. Nu
cleation of dislocation at both types of boundaries LABs [79] and HABs
[118,119] has been reported in a large number of works and is wellknown. Also MD calculations conducted by Tanaka et al. [120] have
indicated that HABs act as dislocation sources and that a grain refine
ment consequently might cause an increase in the number of disloca
tion sources. In most works only HABs are considered in the discussion
of the BDT temperature. As exception we like to mention Ref. [121]. We
furthermore like to highlight that the density of intrinsic sources in W is
believed to be quite low, cf. Ref. [122,123]. Transferred to con
ventionally produced, coarse-grained W, we deduce that the low den
sity of intrinsic dislocation sources in combination with a lack of nu
cleation sites which are preferred to stimulated dislocation nucleation
are responsible for the brittle nature of W. Hot-worked W possesses a
typical boundary spacing of several microns [124,125].
The data presentation in Fig. 10b suggests that besides the chord
length for all boundaries also the mean boundary spacing along the
plane normal to the crack plane needs to be taken into account for
formulating the impact of the microstructure on the BD temperature.
For severely rolled specimens with an L-T crack system, this additional
variable is equal to the boundary spacing of all boundaries along the
rolling direction, cf. Fig. 8. Considering the continuum-based work by
Reiser et al. [108], the boundary spacing along the rolling direction
scales with the mean free path of dislocation glide. Beyond a continuum
model, dislocation glide in W takes place on densely packed crystal
lographic planes of type {1 1 0}, cf. Ref. [126–128]. Due to that, the
dominating configuration of the glide planes at the crack tip is also
texture-dependent and might influence the direction, which needs to be
selected for determining the representative boundary spacing, scaling
with the mean free path for dislocation glide. This fact is elucidated by
means of Fig. 11 in the following. First, a short recap of the model used
by Reiser et al. [108] is given which is basically equivalent to the
models proposed by Hirsch et al. [129], Roberts et al. [130], and
Hartmaier et al. [131]. In these models for crack tip plasticity,

(5)

has been derived, where TBDT is the calculated BDT temperature, T0 and
A are constants. The variable d reflects the mean free path for dis
location glide and d is denoted as mean dislocation source spacing
along the crack front. This formulation is similar to (Eq. (4)), whereby
the approach by Reiser et al. [108] is based on the spatial distribution of
functional elements, while the approach discussed in the present work
reflects the distribution of boundaries in real existing microstructures.
The matching of both approaches indicates that intersecting boundaries
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Fig. 11. Possible sites of dislocation nucleation and comparison of glide planes in a continuum vs. bcc crystal. Red full circles highlight suggested sites for stimulated
dislocation nucleation events at boundaries (plotted in black) near the crack front. The spacing between boundaries along the crack front is denoted as the chord
length. The boundary spacing along the normal direction of the sheet coincidences with the chord length due to the selected L-T crack system of the SECT sample. In
the continuum model (a) the angle of inclination between crack plane and glide plane is 72°, while in the (b) the {1 1 0} glide planes are orientated 0° (1x),60° (4x)
and 90° (1x) to the crack plane.

dislocation loops nucleate (at a selected critical stress) along the crack
front but with some distance to the crack tip as highlighted in Fig. 11a
by red markings (drawn boundaries added for highlighting the impact
of intersecting boundaries to dislocation nucleation but not considered
in the above mentioned models). In a continuum model, the nucleated
loops expand in the plane possessing an angle of inclination of 72° to
the crack plane [132] since under this angle the highest critical resolved
shear stress acts [133]. The half of the dislocation loop that nucleates
between the source and the crack tip is attracted by the image force of
the free surface. This part of the loop glides towards the crack tip and
causes blunting of the crack tip after leaving the material volume. Much
more effect on the accommodation of the stresses at the crack tip have
the parts of the dislocation loop which are located on the opposite side
of the dislocation source, i.e. the parts that glide away from the crack
tip. The expansion of the loop leads to the merging of neighbored loops
and form a single plane dislocation line. It is important to note that the
dislocation lines provide effective shielding of the crack tip first after
merging. According to the above-quoted models, a smaller spacing
between dislocation sources leads to an earlier merging of the half loops
(at a smaller distance to the crack tip) and more effective shielding of
the crack tip. We like to highlight at this point that a higher number of
dislocation sources do not release a higher density of gliding disloca
tions after merging the dislocation loops, so that the Taylor model does
not explain the improved stress accommodation at given strain rate and
test temperature.
As mentioned before, dislocation glide in W takes place in type
{1 1 0} glide planes [126]. Reflecting the high orientation density of the
rotated cube component severely rolled W [71], in the following, we
investigate the alignment of the {1 1 0} planes in front of the crack tip
that penetrates a crystal with rotated cube orientation and which is
related to an L-T crack. These six {1 1 0} planes are displayed in Fig. 11b
(highlighted in red). One glide plane is parallel to the crack plane. The
remaining {1 1 0} planes possess a steep angle of inclination relative to
the crack plane, spanning angles of inclination of 60° (4x) and 90° (1x).
Leaving further lattice defects aside in this basic treatment, the mean
free path for dislocation glide is then primarily controlled by the
boundary spacing along the direction that is parallel to the direction of
the plane normal of the crack plane. This is in agreement with the
utilization of the boundary spacing along the rolling direction as sug
gested above, cf. (Eq. (4)). Furthermore, since similar to HABs, also
LABs are assumed to be impenetrable for dislocations (for Al the tran
sition from penetrable to impenetrable is about 3° disorientation
[134]), the consideration of all boundaries instead of solely HABs in
models for crack tip plasticity seems reasonable and is also supported
by the improved correlation in Fig. 10b and both other approaches.

In a nutshell, this work gives strong evidence that a reduced
boundary spacing along the crack front is a promising strategy to
overcome the brittle nature of W. In addition, our correlation attempts
using simulative-derived relationships revealed that also the boundary
spacing along the normal of the crack plane influences the measured
BDT temperature. While the intersecting boundaries are believed to
increase the density of dislocation sources along the crack front and,
due to that, enhance the shielding of the crack tip, our correlation at
tempts suggest a blocking character for the boundaries with a distance
to the crack front.
Beside relevant resistance against unstable crack propagation at
room temperature (in unirradiated condition), the application of W in a
fusion reactor environment also requires a strategy to mitigate irra
diation hardening and the related degradation of properties. To im
prove the irradiation behavior of W, also a UFG microstructure might
be beneficial since HABs [135] and dislocation networks [136] are
known to represent effective sinks for some radiation-induced defects
(and some dispersoids [137] as well). First promising results have been
provided by Armstrong et al. [136] and Zhang et al. [138], both com
paring irradiation-induced changes in as-worked W and annealed ma
terial condition, possessing a recrystallized microstructure with sig
nificantly larger grains. In both studies, improved resistance against
irradiation hardening was obtained for the as-received material con
ditions. Neutron irradiation campaigns including room-temperature
ductile W (material 4.1CR) are presently performed and will be subject
of future publications. If UFG microstructures can mitigate embrittle
ment under neutron irradiation in a relevant manner, severe rolling
(and small Re additions) could proof to be a promising strategy for
producing powerful divertor armor materials in large quantities.
5. Conclusions
Recent works on severely rolled W with UFG microstructure have
shown that the rate-limiting mechanism controlling the BDT is still the
glide of the ½〈111〉 screw dislocation, and thus the same as in con
ventionally produced coarse-grained W. This observation has raised
questions, asking for the contribution of the high density of rollinginduced lattice defects to the improvements in transition temperature,
enabling even room-temperature ductility. Referring to the main
questions outlined in the introduction section, our conclusions can be
summarized as follows:
(1) Randomly shaped dislocations and forest dislocations char
acterize the dislocation structure of the less deformed, warm-rolled
specimen. After cold rolling, however, a striking fraction of dislocations
span across the grains starting and ending at boundaries that are
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aligned parallel to the rolling direction. These dislocation lines have a
straight shape and are presumably ½〈111〉 screw segments.
(2.1) Empirical relationships between the changing density of
boundaries with increasing strain and the related evolution in BDT
temperature were revealed. In this work, approaches considering all
boundaries instead of HABs solely, provide better descriptions of the
rolling-induced shift in BDT temperature.
(2.2) An extended Hall–Petch-like relationship based on the chord
length for all boundaries and the aspect ratios of the subgrains appears
best suited to describe the evolution in BDT temperature for deformed
materials. Out of the three tested relationships this extended formula
tion has the potential to express entirely the influence of the crack
system on the BDT temperature if the grain morphology exhibits a
strong anisotropic nature.
(2.3) The good agreement between this simulation-derived ex
tended Hall–Petch-like relationship and our results corroborates the
theory suggesting an enhanced shielding of the crack tip by the sti
mulated nucleation of dislocations at boundaries that intersect with the
crack front.
(3) There is no evidence for a preferred development of CSL
boundaries during severe rolling of W. In all material conditions and for
all investigated cross-sections, the fraction of CSL boundaries meet the
statistically expected region, if a polycrystal with uniform distributed
grain orientations is selected as reference. In fact, the determined
fractions are even lower compared to the results derived from simulated
materials with distinct fiber texture.
In summary, an enhanced dislocation nucleation stimulated by the
presence of rolling-induced LABs and HABs seems very likely to be
responsible for the low BDT temperatures of severely deformed W
sheets with UFG microstructure. Shielding of the crack tip is more ef
fective the smaller the mean spacing between dislocation boundaries
along the crack front (and the larger the boundary spacing parallel to
the plane normal of the crack plane). This work demonstrates that crack
tip plasticity and the description of the BDT temperature are very
complex. For a comprehensive model of the BDT temperature also the
crystallographic texture should be considered determining the align
ment of the glide planes in relation to the crack system. In hot-rolled W,
the free path of dislocation glide is very spacious. On the other hand,
the spacing between sites for a preferred dislocation nucleation along
the crack front is typically several microns, which results in a lack of
dislocation nucleation sites. This is interpreted as the primary reason
for the brittle nature of conventionally produced W materials. However,
this lack of dislocation nucleation sites, and therefore the brittleness of
W, can be remedied by an UFG microstructure, which even allows
gaining room-temperature ductility.
To put the focus on the application of W as plasma-facing material,
these findings on UFG W open up the possibility to design reactor
components with tailored microstructures that provide a significantly
improved resistance against unstable crack propagation. The gained
improvement, however, is highly anisotropic if the grain dimensions
are anisotropic as well. In such a case, the expected stresses in the
component (as a consequence of the operation in the fusion reactor)
need to be analyzed carefully, ensuring that the tough orientation of the
material matches the preferred direction for crack propagation in the
loaded part and in consequence a failsafe operation of the component.
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